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RESUME 
Nous presentons une etude de l a  dependance en temperature de I'energie des 
resonances geantes ~soscalaires, a I'aide d'un modele semi-classique, e t  dans le  cadre de 
la  procedure de soustract ion de Bonche, Levi t e t  Vautherin. Cet te prescrlpt ion permet un 
traitement coherent des e f fe ts  du continu, qui, comme nous le  montrons de facon 
detaillee, jouent un ro le crucial dans la  description des etats co l lec t i fs  excites. Une 
attention toute part icul lere est  portee a la resonance monopolaire pour laquelle nous 
avons caicule 3 moments de l a  fonction de strength. Nous trouvons une faible dependance 
en temperature de I'energie des resonances etudiees (1=0,2,3,4). 
ABSTRACT 
We present a study of the temperature dependance o f  the energies o f  isoscalar 
giant resonances w i th in  a semi-classical model, in  the framework of the subtraction 
procedure of Bonche, Levi t  and Vautherin. This prescript ion al lows a consistent 
treatment of continuum effects, which play, as we show in  detail, a crucial ro le in  the 
description o f  excited col lective motions. Special at tent ion i s  paid to  the monopole 
resonance fo r  which 3 moments of the strength function have been calculated. We f ind a 
weak temperature dependance of the studied resonance energies (1=0,2,3,4). 
l NTRODUCTION 
The study of excited collective nuclear motion i s  presentlu of 
challenging interest, both theoretically and experimentally, a f te r  the recent 
observation of these phenomena [ I ] .  The description of such states is  
delicate, due to the metastability, wi th  respect to  particle emission, of  
excited nuclei. Dynamical calculations have been undertaken and have shown 
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that, a t  not too high temperatures (Ts5-6MeV). the evaporation does not 
drast ical ly  a f fec t  the system, so that i t  i s  reasonable to  picture a hot 
nucleus embedded i n  an external gas generated during the vibration 121. Such 
a s i tuat ion jus t i f i es  the use of f i n i t e  temperature RPA approaches, provlded 
the system i s  a r t i f i c i a l l y  stabilized, using some physically sounded 
prescription. Non self-consistent treatments of the continuum, either i n  
Hartree-Fock (HF) [31 or Thomas-Fermi (TF) [41 formalisms unfortunately 
res t r i c t  the va l id i ty  of the calculations to  low temperatures (Ts2-3MeV). 
Recently Bonche, Levi t  and Vautherin (6LV)  have proposed a " subtraction 
procedure " which al lows to  deal w i t h  a we l l  defined physical situation. a t  
any temperature, and w i t h  a def in i te way of distinguishing between the 
nucleus and the evaporated nucleons [51. The purpose of th i s  note i s  t o  
present a semi-classical description of Giant Resonances i n  the BLV 
formalism af ter  having showed the crucial importance of continuum effects 
i n  th i s  context. 
THE MODEL 
A rough picture of the BLV method i s  of equil ibrating the hot 
nucleus by an external gas such that the f low of nucleons leaving the nucleus 
i s  exactly compensated by a f low of entering nucleons. More precisely, 
mean-field equations have, a t  given temperature and chemical potential, 2 
d is t inc t  solutions, respectively associated t o  a nucleus i n  equil ibrium w i t h  
i t s  evaporated nucleons (NG) and t o  a gas-like phase of nearly f ree nucleons 
(GI [61. It i s  hence possible to  deflne a " subtracted " thermodynamical 
potential Q whose coupled HF solutions (cp ,,nilN G,G w i l l  define the isolated 
hot nucleus [51. 
In  the framework of our semi-classical calculations the hot 
nucleus i s  simply described by 2 density prof i les p Yr )  and p G(r) (wi th in  
omit t ing isospin indexes), respectively representing the nucleus+gas and the 
gas phases i n  equilibrium [71. The subtracted thermodynamical potential 
a p  ' G, P G l = Q [ ~  'Gl-Q[p Gl+Ec(p ' G, p can be obtained from the grand 
potentials Q of each phase and the Coulomb energy E,. The Coulomb term i s  
calculated fo r  the density p - p of  the isolated nucleus, which 
eliminates spurious polarization ef fects of the vapor phase by the Coulomb 
f ie ld  of the nucleus [SI. The equilibrium state of the system i s  then simply 
obtained as a saddle point o f  Q w i t h  respect to  the variat ions of both p NG(r) 
and p G(r). Once the equil ibrium i s  obtained, any average thermodynamical 
quantity can be estimated from p NG, p 
Working i n  a s ta t ic  semi-classical approach we are l e f t  w i t h  
describing the Giant Resonances through the moments m lc of the strength 
function S(E). Except for  the inverse energy weigthed sum ru le  m-i(l=O), 
which i s  obtained from a constrained calculation, the moments 
mi,311=0,2,3,4) are simply given, a t  zero [81 and f i n i t e  [91 temperature, by 
integrals involving the nuclear density. Note that, as the moments are 
extensive quantities, they are to  be understood, i n  the BLV formalism, as 
the difference between their  values respectively calculated for  the NG and 
G-l ike phases. Notice also that the expressions we use for  mx.3(1=0,2,3,4) are 
exact w i th in  the RPA, the semi-classical approximation being introduced 
only i n  the las t  step, to  evaluate the moments numerically. 
For calculat ing m-i(l=O) we perform a constrained calculation i n  
which the col lect ive operator Q = 1 < r2 > acts on the nucleus i t se l f  i.e. on 
the p NG - p density only. The polar izabi l i ty  of the system i s  then simply 
given by 
w i t h  
In  the fo l lowing we shall  discuss resul ts obtained for  the 2 
standart estimates Ei and E3 of the resonance energies 
-1% , E 3 ;  JI 
E l -  
m-l =', 
At zero temperature Eland E3 also provide an upper bound fo r  the wid th  r o f  
the resonance ( r * a (E32-El2)). At  f i n i t e  temperature, w i t h  the opening o f  
new transit ions a t  very low energy, th is  def in i t ion of r does not hold 
anymore, or a t  least does not describe the resonance i tse l f .  
A l l  our calculations have been performed w i t h  the Skyrme SKH* 
interaction, together w 1 t h  a phenomenological Extended Thomas Fermf 
approximation . for  the k inet ic energy density. We have checked that  th i s  
functional glves resul ts i n  good agreement w i t h  zero temperature HF 
calculations o f  RPA sum rules [91 and w i t h  the original BLV f i n i t e  
temperature HF resul ts [51. 
SUBTRACTED VERSUS NONSUBTRACTED CALCULATIONS 
In  order to  evaluate quantitat ively the importance o f  spurious 
continuum effects, which have recently been observed in dynamical 
approaches [ 101, we have performed "non subtracted" (NS) calculations. In  
th i s  case the nucleus i s  described by a single density pro f i le  p (r) whose 
equilibrium shape i s  obtained by minimizing the free energy. 
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Values of non subtracted ( dashed llne for box size R=12fm, and dashed-dotted 
line for R=14fm) and subtracted ( fu l l  line ) inverse energy weigthed sum rule m-i ( in 
l o  Hey -I fm *) as a function of the temperature T (in MeV) in the case of 9 0 ~ r .  Note the 
rapid ( spurious increase of m-1 for non subtracted calculations at very low 
temperatures ( T> 1MeV 1. This increase of m-I explains the collapse of the E i  energy as 
showed in Figure 2. 
Values of non subtracted ( dashed line for box size R=14fm, and dashed-dotted 
llne for R=12fm) and subtracted ( fu l l  line ) E i  and E3 energies ( in Hey ) as a function 
of the temperature T ( in  MeV) in the case of 90~r .  Note the large spurious continuum 
effects (see text) for the non subtracted values of E i  as soon as the temperature i s  
greater than 1 MeV. 
i n  Figure 1 are plot ted the values of m-i(T) obtained from 2 NS 
calculations ( box rad i i  R=12fm and R=14fm 1 and a subtracted one, for  'OZr. 
From this figure one can see that m-i strongly depends on R and T i n  the NS 
case, while the temperature dependance i s  very weak i n  the subtracted case. 
The NS mi,3(1=0) values are much closer to  the subtracted results, which 
indicates that continuum effects mainly concern the low energy part of the 
strength function. As a consequence the NS value of the Ei(l=O) energy 
collapses w i t h  Increasing temperature as i s  presented i n  Figure 2. This 
over-increase of  m-1 re f lec ts  the populating, a t  f i n i t e  temperature, of 
low-lying states, to  which m-1 i s  part icular ly sensitive, and whose energies 
can be Ident i f ied w i t h  eigenmode frequencies of the box [lo]. I n  our 
semi-classical approach th is  spurious ef fect  re f lec ts  the response of the 
non-vanishing gas part  of  the density prof i le  p (r) to  the r collective 
operator, an ef fect  which naturally disappear i n  subtracted calculations. The 
same spurious behaviour appears for  higher mu1 t i  polar1 ties, for  which even 
the E3 values are affected as can clearly be seen from Figure 3. 
Same as Flgure 2 for  the E3 energy of  the 1=2,3,4 giant resonances in 90Zr 
(same units and notations). 
RESULTS 
Spurious box ef fects being eliminated i n  our subtracted framework, 
we have studied the resonance energies of  various nuclei. Some 
characterist ic examples ( 'Ozr, i20Sn and 208Pb 1 are showed i n  Figure 4, for  
the monopole case, and i n  Figure 5 fo r  1=2,3,4. 
The f i r s t  conclusion arising from the study of  Figure 4 i s  that the 
monopole energy very weakly decreases w i t h  increasing temperature, which 
re f lec ts  a smooth softening of  nuclear matter. In addition, although the 
width of the resonance cannot be direct ly evaluated from Ei and E3 because of 
the possible occupation of low-lying non-collective states, one can estimate 
that the spreading of  the monopole resonance i s  very small, as E l  and E3 stay 
very close together fo r  any temperature. 
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m 
Variatlons of the E i  (dashed line) and E3 ( ful l  line) energies ( i n  MeV) of 
the giant monopole resonance as a function of the temperature T ( i n  MeV) fo r  the 3 nuclei 
90Zr, I2OSn and 2 0 8 ~ b  . Note the very weak decrease of the resonance energy ( which l ies 
between E i  and E3 1 w i t h  increasing temperature, and, as E i  and E3 stay very close 
together, the presumably small spreading of the col lective mode. 
Flaure 5 
Variatlons of the E3 energies ( i n  MeV of the 1=2,3,4 giant resonances in 90Zr 
(dashed-dotted line), I2Osn ( dashed l ine ) and Z 0 8 ~ b  ( f u l l  l ine 1, as a function o f  the 
temperature T ( in  MeV). Note the remarkable s tab i l i t y  of the quadrupole energy. 
Concerning higher mu1 t ipo lar i  t ies one can note that the E3 energies 
also l i t t l e  depend on the temperature, a l l  the less fo r  low mult ipolar i t ies 
and b ig  nuclei. The f i r s t  trend re f lec ts  the fac i l r t y  i n  smoothing, by 
temperature effects, the numerous wiggles present i n  large-l deformed 
Fermi spheres. The second one i s  related t o  the fact  that  the surface. which 
crucia l ly  depends on the temperature, i s  more important in small  than i n  b ig  
nuclei, so that  the giant modes under consideration, which are essential ly 
volume corrected by surface effects, are more sensit ive t o  the temperature 
i n  small  nuclei. 
CONCLUSION 
I n  th is  work we have applied a semi-classical subtracted formalism 
fo r  est imating the temperature dependance of isoscalar giant resonances. We 
have showed the crucia l  importance of taking consistently in to  account 
continuum effects. We have found a weak temperature dependance of  the 
resonance energies and estimated that the wid th  o f  the giant monopole 
presumably also l i t t l e  depends on the temperature. Our resu l ts  can 
unfortunately not be compared, fo r  the moment, t o  the experimental data, 
which mainly concern the dipole resonance [ 1 I. The spurious continuum 
ef fec ts  pointed out i n  th i s  note are anyhow essential f o r  future works i n  
th i s  f ield. I n  part icular  we are presently t ry ing to  apply our subtracted 
formalism to the relevant case of the dipole resonance. As a f ina l  remark l e t  
us however note that  excited monopole modes have recently been found i n  
Landau-Vlasov simulations o f  fusion-l ike heavy-ion collisons, as i s  
presented i n  the contr ibution of  M.pi e t  al i n  th i s  volume. 
M. Durand, J. Martorel l  and P. Schuck are warmly acknowledged for  useful discussions 
during the realization of th is work. 
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